
00:49:14 Darri Murphy: can someone tell me where slide 9 visuals of these sequences can be 

found, in which course? 

00:49:59 Danica Cordell-Reeh: visuals would be appreciated 

00:50:52 Darri Murphy: thanks 

00:57:34 Lian Handaja: @Darri. The PP and TIP studies are on course 6 and the bullish/bearish 

sequence/trigger/bias, etc is in course 7 as part of the support and resistance zone calculation. 

00:58:34 Darri Murphy: MMTA 1 workbook for Course 6 

01:02:03 Dian Brown: This was on the final test, but questions 122 - 127 were not graded 

because the table provided was not useable. Gianni verified my corrected table and sent me the 

corrected answers, but said that question 122 cannot be answered because there are no 

support/resistance zones for the week in question. 

01:12:29 Lian Handaja: I found TIP to be a lag indicator, but faster than MA or other indicators if 

you decide to switch direction. 

01:14:31 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks Lian 

01:22:22 Matthieu Kaiser: yes we do 

01:22:23 Ibrahim Koné: yes we do 

01:22:27 Wyatt Fellows: we can see it 

01:24:46 Matthieu Kaiser: 12 

01:26:04 Matthieu Kaiser: do you take ingresses into account for CRD computation? 

01:26:31 Lian Handaja: @matthew. I guess it can become a leading indicator in a way that if it 

the trend is "UP" and next week is neutral with the close below TIP or PP, it usually signaling the move 

up is almost over and market is ready to turn. So, if you wait for the trend to turn UP and go long, you 

are too late. That is what I meant as a lag indicator. But like Ray said it's not the only indicator you 

should rely on. 

01:27:31 Matthieu Kaiser: ok Lian - thank you for clarifying :-) 

01:29:46 Ibrahim Koné: yes but it is also the last PC before of the 4 year cycle so it could be an 

extended PC ? 

01:30:13 Vito: extremely bearish behaviour  Ray , Can it be also PT ? 

01:35:23 Ali Alvarado Atias: 5439 

01:38:17 Ali Alvarado Atias: yES 

01:38:21 Ali Alvarado Atias: MCP 

01:39:34 Lian Handaja: 21396 +/- 898 



01:44:50 Ibrahim Koné: I think they might be correlation with the EUR/USD (with bullishness of 

USD) 

01:46:55 Ibrahim Koné: could you please show the sep geocosmics? 

01:57:49 Vito: also Mars Opp Jupiter and Sun con Mercury 

01:58:10 Vito: Feb 1637 was the  Tulip Mania Crashed 

02:04:08 Ibrahim Koné: I see thanks for the explanation the bias comes from venus aspect 

02:07:00 Matthieu Kaiser: isn't the most important aspect Saturn-Uranus square close to 

perfect at the end of the month? 

02:08:44 Vito: Tulip mania crash 

02:26:05 Ali Alvarado Atias: Ray, those of us that are seeking the Ceertification from MMA, 

but will not be able to attend, will there be a physical delivery of any Certificate? Thanks in Advance. 

02:27:21 Ali Alvarado Atias: TY! 

02:27:44 Eleonore Charrez: Thanks a lot Ray ! 

02:27:49 Dian Brown: Thank you Ray. 

02:27:51 Yating Hu: Thanks Ray! 

02:27:52 Rita Perea: Thank you, Ray.  You do a great job! 

02:27:53 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you 

02:27:54 Martha Geiger: I look forward to virtually seeing you all next week 

02:28:01 Eleonore Charrez: looking forward to see you 3 weeks in person 

02:28:08 Danica Cordell-Reeh: great presentation 


